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ABSTRACT

Depression Consultation Expert System (DECES) is a web-based Diagnosis and

Counseling system for depression cases based on knowledge from human expert. Given

the shortage of psychiatrists, the refusal of patients on face-to-face consultation due to

shyness, appointment hassles, time & cost of each treatment, and a considerable increase

in numbers of depressive subjects, there is a definite sense of urgency in the development

of this system. The objectives of the project are to understand the underlying concepts of

AI in medicine in general and psychology in particular, and to develop DECES through

research on diagnostic expert system, its construction techniques and approaches. The

methodology used is expert system development life cycle with prototyping. The

development begins with knowledge acquisition, then design of the knowledge base and

inference methods. Application of this methodology allows the prototype to be evaluated

and refined by professionals in stages to verify its credibility, reliability and clinical

acceptability. The system is able to guide its users to a diagnosis process of identifying

their depression levels and causes and getting self-help without the intervention of

psychiatrists. The proposed system captures the expertise, which empowers patients with

the ability to help themselves in depression treatment quickly, at any convenient place

and time. With the increase recognition of the seriousness of depression and the

importance to reduce it critically, the future depression expert system appears to be

promising and optimistic. This paradigm shift makes depression consultation expert

system an emerging and ever-evolving one that can be and should be productively

explored.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Artificial Intelligent (AI), or the use of computer technology to replicate human

intelligence, was introduced by John McCarthy during a conference at Dartmouth

College in 1956 [1]. The main aim of AI is to build computers and programs that capture

the expertise in diverse areas as science, medicine, business, engineering andeducation to

assist decision makers in solving real-world problems [2]. In 1965, the success of

DENDRAL, a computer program acting as an expert chemist in recognizing molecular

structures of unknown compounds developed at Stanford University, opened the era for

Expert System, also called Knowledge-Based System [3]. Expert System, one of the most

prominent subsets of AI, mimics the way humans actually approach a given problem by

articulating the rules that are thought to govern an expert's strategies.

Among many fields in which Expert System is involved, medicine holds a large domain.

A 1986 survey conducted by Waterman [4] showed that the majority (30%) of

applications were in the field of medicine. This is due to the diagnostic nature of the

applications and the relative ease ofdeveloping such a system. From the very first blood

disease diagnosis expert system (MYCIN) built in the early 1970s till today online

advanced diagnosis system, expert systems in medical domain have gone through a long

way ofcontinuous assistance to doctors and specialists in decision making process.

All clinical decisions are complex, but compared to other aspects of health care,

psychology or mental disorders are the hardest in diagnosis and treatment as they lies in

an abstract area [5]. Together with the speedy growth of the world industry, more and

more mental illnesses appear to harm human stability and demand for mental expert

systems therefore increases. This project named Depression Consultation Expert



System (DECES) is expected to act as an online computerized center that consults

patients on their depressive conditions based on expert knowledge and experience. It

captures input of patient symptoms, categorizes their specific depressive types and

provides guidelines or self-help methods for improvement and healing.

The rapid advent of World Wide Web (WWW) and information technology are creating

possibility to develop more intelligent systems that help decision makers in general and

patients in medical fields in particular to solve their problems fast and efficiently. Like

Ed Feigenbaum, researcher on DENDRAL at Stanford University, once claimed: Tn the

knowledge lies the power' [6], Expert System is believed to possess such a power.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

1.2.1 Depression - A severe danger to human health

Depression is the largest non-fatal disease burden, affecting 121 million of people

globally each year [7]. The US National Comorbidity Survey conducted at Harvard

Medical School on adolescents and young in 1998 found depression to be in the order of

15% [8]. In 2001, Haarasilta et al. confirmed the prevalence of depression in young adult

(20-24 years old) population is approximately 10% [9]. Depression is currently

considered a majorrisk factor for deliberate self-harm and suicidal behavior. In a study of

suicidal ideation among 1,678 undergraduate Australian University students, it was found

that 62% reported suicidal ideation and 6.6% had had one or more attempts [10].

Depression also leads to extensive disability worldwide and the problem is predicted to

increase to the second most common cause of global disability by 2020 [11].

In Malaysia, the National Morbidity and Health Survey carried out in 1996 revealed that

11 per cent of those between 19 and 59 suffered from depression.

In 2001, the percentage had risen to 18.8 per cent. According to Bernama.com on Oct 9,

Malaysia has an alarming rate of seven suicides a day, based on statistics in 2005, or

2,004 patients committed suicide last year, fuelled by depression and other mental



disorders [12]. Table 1.0 shows Malaysia extrapolated prevalence on depression is much

higher than that of other countries in Southeastern Asia when taking population into

account.

Table 1.0 Depression in Southeastern Asia (Extrapolated Statistics)

Country Extrapolated Prevalence!
Population
Estimated used;

Indonesia ; 12,638,006 238,452,9522 i

Laos 321,610 6,068,1172

Malavsia 1,246,691 !23,522,4822

Philippines: 4,570,810 86,241,6972

Singapore 230,756 4,353,8932

Thailand ;3,437,872 ;64,865,5232

Vietnam 4,381,128 82,662,8002
(Sources: http://www.wrongdiagnosis.eom/d/depression/stats-country.htm)

1.2.2 Refusal of depressive cases on psychological consultation

The problem ofdepression would not have become so severe if those who are involved in

such a mental condition sought for counselors, psychologists or any other professional

services for help. Malaysia itselfis currently having 85 psychiatrists, 56 counselors at 27

hospitals nationwide ready to treat all types of mental disorders [13]. Globally, there are a

considerable number of hospitals specialized in psychological field that recruit more and

more well-trained psychiatrists per year to meet the anticipating increase in demand.

However, recent community services have confirmed that the vastmajority of people are

unlikely to access counselors and gethelp. Aalto Sataelae et al. in 2001 found only one-

third oftheir subjects with a current disorder reported contacting psychiatric services and

only 16% continued this contact [14]. Similarly, only half of the subjects with panic

disorder search for consultation [15]. A study by Phillips et al in 1999 [16], who

conducted a 20-month survey of referrals to a mental health care service, highlighted that

only four in ten people with a diagnosable behavior ever seek help from a health
professional. By this time, symptoms are likely to have worsened, and take more time



and cost to treat. All the evidences clearly show the current behaviors are not effective in

lowering the prevalence of depression.

One of the main reasons for the refusal of depressed patients in consultation is the social

stigma attached to being diagnosed by a doctor, counselor or other health professional. A

study by Copper in 2001 showed that 70% of participants avoided attendance in face to

face programs due to this stigma [17]. They do not feel like discussing or telling others

what they may feel is a sensitive and personal issue, which is normally the cause of

depression. Another reason is patients' realization on the fact thatmaking an appointment

with a psychiatrist, queuing for their turns and traveling all the way to a traditional mental

health care institution bring a lot of hassle and tiredness. Moreover the treatment

normally drags for a long time with frequent checks that are hard to follow. The third

reason is the high fee for professionals in this field and might not be affordable to certain

people. They would prefer to spend such an amount on other than some 'invisible'

sickness without a confirmation for a successful recovery. The forth very common reason

among depressive cases is that patients do not feel the urge or essential need to go for a

psychological treatment. They find it too serious to even have a visit to a counselor and

tend to believe they could themselves getover their depression after some time. They are

not aware that an unattended depression would never be completely healed andwould be

worsen by time. There isa need for a system that could solve all the above problems

1.2.3 Proven positive influences of online self-help systems on depression

sufferers

In the 39th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences 2006, the positive

influences of online self-help systems were highlighted. According to the analysis result,

people are more likely to continue after they have had a chance to secretly test self-help
online for guidance due to its anonymity [18]. Glasgow et al. in 2004 confirmed that

Interactive Behavioral Change Technologies are valuable adjuncts to clinical behavior-

counseling [19]. It is stated that online consultation systems provide speed, convenience,

widespread access, privacy, interactivity, and other benefits that are hard to achieve by



physical psychological centers. This makes computer and the Internet perfect mediums

supporting and motivating depressed patients. Solid evidence on the advantages of these

systems was shown through the work Christensen et al. over 2909 subjects in 2004. He

found that anxiety and depression scores decreased significantly as individuals

progressed through five assessment modules in the Internet MoodGYM self-help

program [20].

1.2.4 Significance of Depression Consultation Expert System

The discussed severity of depression harming human health and huge patient refusal of

psychological professionals emphasize the need and importance of the availability of a

self-help online system specialized in depression. It is expected such a system would

influence behavior of potential sufferers who are not seeking, or taking too long to get

help for their condition. Expert System with all its useful characteristics could act as a

computerized questionnaire to discover the causes behind each depressive case. Patients

would have a chance to express themselves to the system without feeling afraid since

their personal information is not disclosed to any outsiders. They would be more

comfortable to take their own time answering all detailed questions sincerely and openly

while sitting in their house with food and drink. In this way, the analysis result would be

more accurate and the process is fast and effective. The solution or guidance to improve

patients' mental conditions would be immediately given to system users as soon as they

finish their assessment. The method of gathering input from patients and providing

recommendation is called consultation. A significant advantage of this type of system

from user perspective is that it helps user feel satisfied that somehow they could solve

their own problems by putting themselves in a self-help treatment and being healed. The

tendency would go to the level where users have the urge to seek for more information

online about their mental illnesses [21].

DECES is built to assist patients in the war against depression. Such a system, in which

expertise serves as a foundation, hopefully would move in the positive direction of

owering depression scores in the future despite continuous challenges in its development.



1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY

1.3.1 Objectives

The four main objectives of this project are as followed:

1. To study and understand concepts of AI in general and in the field of mental

disorders in particular.

2. To do research on depression diagnosis including its symptoms, causes,

effects and treatment, and online mental consultation.

3. To examine and test rule based Expert System approach in building a useful

web-based expert system.

4. To develop DECES which focuses on diagnosis patient depressive conditions

and provides self-help recommendations to improve or heal depression. The

aim is to capture expertise and make it available to non-expert so they could

use it to solve their own problem at the good cost and the right time

efficiently.

1.3.2 Scope of Study

The foundation of DECES is available and updated expert knowledge in the field of

depression. Information gathered includes all depressive causes, symptoms, categorized

types, consequences and methods ofrecovery. The system mimics the way a psychiatrist

would diagnose patient conditions andconsult on the possible treatments.

The tool todevelop such a system is Exsys CORVID orKnowledge Based Expert System

software that is now widely used inmany fields, one ofwhich is medicine. The approach

chosen is rule based one (IF-THEN statement) that divide knowledge into decision trees

and tables.



1.3.3 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame

This project focuses on depression, one of the currently urgent psychological issues

worldwide. Since depression has caught great attention of all professionals in the field,

many related books and journals can be found both online and in libraries. UTP library

provides a number of resources that helped the information gathering process and the

access to international e-libraries like IEEE and other trusted sources. In terms of

expertise, UTP experienced counselors aswell asmaster students doing research onother

medical expert systems are always available for support and guidance. Well-qualified

doctors and psychologists in Malaysia and Vietnam hospitals are also cooperative in

providing help onchecking thevalidity ofDESES knowledge base. The software used by

the project called Exsys CORVID canbe used inUTP Post Graduate lab.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2.1 MEDICAL CONSULTATION EXPERT SYSTEMS

Known as a branch of AI, Expert Systems offer a way of capturing and encoding expert

knowledge to emulate the way people think. Throughout the years, these systems have

been developed in various fields ranging from geology and electronics to medicine and

education. In the early 1970's, AI introduced intelligent programs designed to simulate

clinical decision making process of diagnosis in several medical specialties, including

MYCIN in antimicrobial therapy, ANNA in digitalis therapy, MEDICO in chorioretinal

diseases, and PIP in internal diseases.

MYCIN is one of the most influential and widely quoted expert systems [22]. Its

inference engine was based on backward chaining. In order to prove a query, backward

chaining chooses a rule whose conclusion partmatches the query andthe search to prove

the rule's premises continues in a recursive manner. MYCIN rules had confidence

factors, which are numeric values indicating uncertainty about applicability, associated to

them. Eliminating MYCIN'S domain specific knowledge gave birthto expert system shell

EMYCIN. PUFF is one of the systems developed by EMYCIN for identifying lung

disorders and suggesting treatment. It was accepted by majority in the medical

community. MYCIN is therefore referred to as a typical example of first generation

expert systems.



The technology of MYCIN is categorized as specific problem- solving design. In 1981

during SAMS/SCM Conference on Computers in Ambulatory Medicine, EXPERT [23]

intelligent system was introduced as a move from specific medical consultation systems

to generalized frameworks of organizing expertise in a higher level of reasoning. An

EXPERT consultation model consists of findings, hypotheses, and decision rules.

Findings are the patient's history, symptoms, signs, and lab results elicited through true -

false or numerical- range questions. Hypotheses are conclusions including diagnostic and

prognostic decision categories, therapy recommendations, and intermediate hypotheses

about pathophysiological states, expected causes of illness, or typical aggregates for

findings. A measure of uncertainty can be associated with a hypothesis during the

reasoning process to characterize the incompleteness or ambiguity of the clinical

situation. There are three types of rules for describing logical relationships among

findings and hypotheses: fmding-to-finding rules (FF), finding-to-hypothesis rules (FH),

hypothesis- to-hypothesis rules (HH). The FF rules are used to specify the sequencing of

questions in a fashion consistent with medical practice by truth value of findings. FH

Finding-specific
treatment selection
md modification

Diagnostic
focusing and

inference

Treatment'
interaction

TREATMENT
RECOMMENDATION

HYPOTHESES

DIAGNOSTIC &
PROGNOSTIC

HYPOTHESES

Composition
of Hypotheses

INTERMEDIATE
HYPOTHESES

(PATHOPH YSIOLOGtCAL
STATES}

FINDINGS

Figure 2.0: The use of 3 types of EXPERT rules
D. Gelemter and J. Gelemter. (1984). 'Expert systems and diagnostic monitors inpsychiatry'.IEEE.45-4



rules are logical combinations of findings that indicate confidence in the confirmation or

denial of hypotheses. The HH rules allow the model builder to identify inferences among

hypotheses and treatment selections. Figure 2.0 shows the use of 3 types of EXPERT

rules

With its high-level designing model, EXPERT was used extensively in the development

of several medical consultation models in biomedical modeling. Its birth gave rise to the

field of medical knowledge engineering, which concerned with acquiring expertise and

choosing appropriate computer representation to build a knowledge baseto solve medical

problems.

2.2 MENTAL CONSULTATION EXPERT SYSTEMS

Even though a number of medical expert systems have been developed to address

problems in health care, there have been considerably fewer applications to date for

psychiatric practice.

One of the expert system models explored for the psychiatric clinic is the online

diagnostic monitor (ODM), an interactive model designed to be used by the clinician

during the course of patient interviews [24]. ODM can operate in "data mode," in which

it "passively" accepts information in any order deemed appropriate by the clinician. In

the ODM, each diagnosable disease is associated with a particular set of manifestations,

and the inference scheme treats information in such a way that any element may be

entered either as a datum or hypothesis. This scheme reduces the amount of data entry

required and enables the clinician to exert more control over the flow of interaction.

However, although the proposed benefits ofthe ODM design make it anattractive model,

it has been embodied only in a small prototype system which, to date, has not been tested

in a clinical setting.

Another mental expert system prototype, PSYXPERT, was developed to aid psychiatrists

in the diagnosis ofmental disorders [25]. Written in Prolog, this small research prototype

has been tested by psychiatrists using cases from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-

10



3rd edition (DMS 111) Case Book of the American Psychiatric Association (a companion

reference which gives illustrative examples for each diagnosis) and found to be accurate.

However, in several actual cases, it has not performed as well as expected, coming to

significantly different conclusions than the attending clinician. Creators of this system

agree that considerable enhancements are necessary.

One of the main reasons for some lack of user acceptance for mental consultation expert

systems was the small integration of such systems into clinical environment for a higher

level of application. This led researchers to explore a different approach from what was

introduced by MYCIN. OVERSEER, [26] was the first version of knowledge-based

system designed to monitor treatment of psychiatric patients in real time that is

specialized in psychopharmacology. It diagnoses any of 3 mental disorders including

bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and major depression, and then gives advice on drug

therapy. Unlike other psychiatric diagnosis system, OVERSEER does not gather data

under question-answer format to get patient input but depends on the existence of an

accurate and consistent hospital database. Its main form of interaction with user is

through alert messages generated by means of production rules. The rule base is

organized into a separate module that can be modified independently of the control and

inference modules. This is important in clinical situation where new knowledge often

forces changes in existing procedures and practices. In its prototype form, OVERSEER

runs on a Sun 3/50 workstation and was tested on subsets representing 1200patientsdays

ofactual patient, laboratory and pharmacy records. The result showed its valuable quality

assurance functionality as a 'clinical supervisor'.

Subsequent expansion and modification ofOVERSEER prototype led to the development

ofa new expert system called Clinical Evaluation and Monitoring System (CEMS) [27],

which was installed at a large psychiatric hospital in Harford, Connecticut in 1995.

CEMS functions support 3 modules: (1) Patient Outcome Assessment, (2) Diagnostic

Checklists, and (3) Pharmacotherapy Guidelines. It therefore addresses essential elements

ofthe clinical process - assessment, diagnosis, and treatment, which are also consultation

system process. CMS generates alerts by comparing information in its knowledge base

11



(about medications, diagnoses, treatment protocols) to the clinical data in hospital

information system without any input from user. The advantage of the system is that it

can identify non-standard treatment and diagnostic events and assure appropriate

documentation and review of test results.

At the Family Therapy Unit of Springfield Hospital in London, a practical application of

a psychiatric diagnosis expert system was effectively used [28]. Family Therapy Expert

System was written in the Arity dialect of Prolog which runs on an IBM compatible PC.

The methodological assumption underpinning the system is that certain identifiable types

of psychological problems have their root from relationships between family members,

rather than in the personalities of any particular family members considered as atomic

individuals. Within this general holistic approach, more specific therapeutic approaches

or models of treatment can be discerned. Both the system's principal expert system and its

mini sub-system reason are in a backward chaining manner. The former incorporates the

calculation of confidence factors (according to the standard approach), assigning a

different weighting to each particular theoretical model depending upon the answer to

each question that has been input by the user. The mini sub-system attributes relative

status to its rules via their ordering, rather than via any assignment of confidence factors.

Since, in keeping with traditional expert system design, the knowledge bases comprise a

separate part of the system, it is a straight forward matter to introduce new theoretical

models into the system, as well as to update existing ones. Furthermore, since the

principal system contains two separate knowledge bases, one containing the rules

governing the applicability of each model and the other containing the mles governing

the appraisal of the therapist's own performance, and since the sub-system also contains

its own separate knowledge base, containing the rules governing the Consistency Test, it

is easy to modify one aspect of the system without worrying about its ramifications for

the others. This modular aspect of the system facilitates ease of maintenance and

subsequent development.

12



2.3 DEPRESSION CONSULTATION EXPERT SYSTEM

Depression is one of many psychological problems, which is now among the highest

causes of suicide and disability [7]. Acknowledging the importance of depressive

disorder, a few expert systems have been developed that narrow the scope of mental

diagnosis to specialize in depression treatment.

The two best known expert systems built for depression consultation are HEADMED

[29] and BLUEBOX [30]. Both systems arehighly interactive, questioning theuserabout

the patient's history and the nature and severity of the symptoms and then generating a

treatment recommendation, including choice of drug, and information on dosage,

administration, side effects, and hazards of the medication.

HEADMED was developed using the knowledge-engineering tool EMYCIN. Although

EMYCIN proved to be an extremely useful tool for developing HEADMED knowledge

base anddecision-making structures, its interactive interface proved much too tedious for

clinical users. Clinicians were at times required to respond to over 50 questions before

HEADMED generated a treatment recommendation. Furthermore, its dialogue was

unable to adjust to the user's level of expertise, asking the same questions of both a

medical student and an experienced internist.

Like HEADMED, BLUEBOX is an expert system that advises physicians on selection of

appropriate pharmacological therapy for depressed patients. It was developed in a clinical

setting (a hospital psychiatric ward) by a team of clinicians (medical students) who also

used EMYCIN. The rules incorporated into BLUEBOX knowledge base enabled it to

"reason" about the type of depression, evaluate the suicidal risk, and propose a

management plan. In informal comparisons against discharge summaries of former

patients, the advice offered by BLUEBOX was found to be accurate and consistent.

Hospital staffs were uniformly positive about the usefulness ofthe system as a teaching,
research, and reference tool. Although BLUEBOX is still at the level of a research

prototype, its successful development by a group of nonprogrammers illustrates the

13



power and importance of knowledge engineering tools such as EMYCIN. At the same

time, however, its reliance on EMYCIN's interactive interface makes it subject to the

same problems encountered by HEADMED.

There is an obvious need for more reliable and effective Expert Systems in Depression

Consultation that would contribute to the enhancement of human health in general and

human psychological condition in particular. With the increasing recognition of the

importance of reducing and healing depressive disorder, future development of such

systems appears to be promising and optimistic. While debates are still on about the

clinical acceptance of diagnosis expert system, the available evidence [31] shows the

strong impact of medical diagnosis/ consultation expert system in delivering quality and

improvement ofhuman health.

14



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 PROCEDURE IDENTIFICATION

System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) introduced in 1996 is an effective methodology

in building a useful expert system. DECES uses SDLC (Figure 3.0) as its step - by - step

approach in solving the problems.

Problem Domain Identification

''

Knowledge Acquisition

''

Selection of Expert System Tool

<'

Knowledge Representation

1'

Knowledge Acquisition Prototype Development
i ^

1 1

i

Verification and Validation

No ^ System ^\
^adequate?^^'^

1 Yes
Implementation

"

Support and Maintenance

Figure 3.0: Expert System Development Life Cycle (Awad, 1996, pg.97)
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3.1.1 Problem Domain Identification

As being stated in Introduction part, themain problem studied is the refusal of depressive

cases on psychological consultation, which leads to a considerably increase in self-harm

activities, suicidecases, and extensive disability both in and outsideMalaysia. This is due

to the following reasons

• Discomfort when being diagnosed and asked personal questions by a

psychiatrist

• Hassle and tiredness in making appointment and meet psychiatrist in person

• High cost of psychological consultation/treatment

• Unawareness of the need to turn to a professional upon any sign of depression

and the seriousness of the issue.

There are currently limited depression consultation expert systems worldwide and none

in Asia continent to help solving the above problems. Therefore, the development of

DECES is highly justified

3.1.2 Knowledge Acquisition

DECES knowledge acquisition process is shown in Figure 3.1.

Literature Reviewon depression and depression consultation expert systems

Psychiatric Expertise Collection

Knowledge Interpretation for Representation

Knowledge Insertion into Knowledge Base

Figure 3.1: DECES Knowledge Acquisition Flowchart
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The project literature review with its purpose of identifying, discussing and evaluating

Expert Systems built in the field of depression not only provides a summary of previous

work but also draws a context to connect to the future development. It proves the

importance of the issue which has long been studied and acts as the base for the

continuing of more updated versions. It underlines the knowledge gathered from previous

developers and researchers, shows the disadvantages to avoid and the advantages to

capture in the progress of system improvement with additional features.

Internet is one of the huge information sources where useful knowledge on depression

can be found quickly. It is important, though, to identify the right 'qualified' websites as

there are a considerable number of 'junk' sites providing false information or very

subjective ideas that can not be taken as facts. Well-written books on psychology in

general and depression in particular also contribute to the knowledge acquisition process.

As knowledge on depression including causes, types, symptoms, and treatment is

explored, similarities and differences appear that require combination as well as filtering

for what could be put into the DECES knowledge base. The comparison of cases leads to

the selection of most suitable knowledge that represents depression in two dimensions:

• Analysis on five (5) levels of depression

• Analysis on nine (9) majorcauses of depression

3.1.2.1 Understanding different levels ofdepression

Depression can be analyzed from many aspects. The most common way is to categorize

depression into five types, namely major depressive disorder, dysthymia, seasonal

affective disorder, postpartum depression, and bipolar disorder [31]. However, it would

be a redundancy if DECES did the same thing in dividing depression into the above types

as there have been many successful systems built on this basis. A new approach of

depression severity analysis shown in the project represents five different levels, which

are: Gold, Lost of Sparkles, Blues, Grey, and Black [32]. The general explanation for

each level is as followed:
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• Gold level

People at this level live out the full potential color, variety and creativity that

is possible to them. Confidence, energy, interest, and a feeling of self-worth

are what they have most of the time. Their world appears to be bright and

interesting, clear and acute. Not many people manage to reach this high level

• Lost of Sparkles level

Most of the people would be at this level of liveliness, where they might be

very successful, but life is a little muted, less vivid, more routine than what

you expect it to be. They are not depressed. However, they might not enjoy

life to its fullest because of many factors that limit your pleasure, immediacy,

satisfaction and inner confidence

• Blue level

Everyone gets blues now and again. They might have depression that lasts a

few days, or even only a few hours. This is temporary loss of energy,

motivation, interest, care for yourself and others because they are feeling

down

• Grey level

People at this level are definitely depressed. They might have lost their will

and interest to keep fighting, but they have not lost their sense of hope

altogether

• Black level

This is the most serious level of depression whereby a number of physical

characteristics become prominent and there is a feeling ofbeing taken over by

an irresistible process of emptiness. Lost of appetite, weight, hope makes it

difficult for people at this level to contemplate a future at all.

There are effective self-help treatments that are recommended for patients at each of this

level, except for Black level which required an immediate doctor consultation to prevent

any possibility ofsuicidal. The DECES differentiate patients ofeach level based on more

than thirty predefined symptoms.



3.1.2.2 Understandingdifferent causes ofdepression

There arejust as many causes of depression as any othertype of psychological disorders.

With the scope that puts the limit on the age of patients above 22, causes have been

narrowed down as they cast out teenagers' conflicts andproblems. The DECES takes into

account nine main causes of depression that are most commonly seen in patients and

suggests clear self-help advice on tackling them in the fastest way. In general, a person

who is depressed is one of the following cases:

• A woman who just gave birth

• One who is unemployed or just lost his/her job

• One who is bored or stressed at work

• Onewhojust lost someone/something he/she loved

• One who is in a relationship crisis

• One who has family problems

• One who is getting old and has physical changes

• One who is simply bored of his/her life as a whole

• One who is always very lonely

Solving a problem from the root is the strategy of this approach where causes are

identified and treatments are given.

The expertise gathered is organized under the decision flowchart that goes on both

parallel and serial base. This type ofrepresentation helps the insertion ofknowledge into

the knowledge base easier, faster and more correct. Acquiring knowledge from experts

(psychiatrist and internet depression database) and revising the system throughout the

whole process of prototype development is required for any modification and updated

being made in time. It is almost impossible to touch knowledge acquisition only once

because findings and new techniques tend to appear along the way, especially in

psychology field where abstract knowledge can unpredictably change just as human

nature.
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3.1.3 Knowledge Representation

The knowledge collected from knowledge acquisition stage is displayed in the form of

decision flowcharts, which offer a clear and logical way of interpreting data that would

lead to certain results (Figure 3.2)

Start

Depression Cause

Birth

Unemployed

Stressed at Work

Death

Relationship Crisis

Family Problem

Getting old

Boredom

Loneliness

Depression Level

Qi
Confidence

Q34
Answers

Figure 3.2: DECES Decision Flowchart
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As shown in Figure 3.2, the DECES is divided into two independent sub-categories:

depression cause and depression level. Under depression cause there are nine parallel

options that would lead to a direct result. On the other hand, there is a serial of 34

questions to be attended one by one under depression level. The completion of these

questions would ultimately lead to a result. The system wouldend or restartto go backto

the first choice of either one of the two categories based on user's selection.

Based on the flowchart, knowledge is extracted and inserted into a knowledge base under

production rules. These rules represent knowledge in condition- action pairs: IF this

condition (premise) occurs, THEN some action (result) will be taken. For example:

IF: State the cause of your depression and get help

AND: You are a mother who just delivered a baby

THEN: scorel: Confidence = 1000

In Exsys CORVID, premises as well as results are called variables. A variable contains

the following characteristics:

Name The name of a variable. E.g. confidence, enjoyment, answers...

Type Avariable can beStatic, Dynamic, Continuous, Collection or Confidence.

DECES implements 2 most popular types of variable which are Static for

premises and Confidence for results.

• Static Variables

These are variables with a fixed set of possible values. They can be

represented in radio buttons or check boxes which are very

convenient and simple for user to select their options. DECES

includes all static variables for depression symptoms and causes.

• Confidence Variables

These variables are used to calculate the likelihood or confidence

of particular item being anappropriate solution or recommendation
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Prompt

of the system. DECES uses them to get the total scores of each

patient based on the selected symptoms answered in each question

to determine their depression level.

The query presented to the user when asking user for input or in

displaying results. In other words, it displays the questions before options

for answers are shown.

Specified Static variables have multiple values to be inserted by knowledge

Values engineers. For example, the static variable Confidence in question 1 has 5

values:

1. Very
2. Fairly
3. Less

4. Lost

5. Never

Confidence These factors are associated with specified values of a variable. They have

Factors the numerical values like 1, 2, 3... and are summed up at the end to

display predefined results. In DECES, there are 5 options for answer at

every question. These options' confidence factors valued from 0 to 5.

Static Variable

Example How confident :• and decisive are you? Prompt

I am very confident and decisive (Score = 4)

I am fairly confident and decisive (Score = 3)

I have less confident than before and tend to put off decisions

(Score =C2J5 Confident Factor
I have lost confidence and avoid decision (Score = 1)

1have no confidence in myself and cant make any decisions at all

(( Score) =0)

T
Confidence Variable Specified Value
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3.1.4 Prototype Development

The organized knowledge is coded into framework of the development tool to build a

working prototype. At this stage, knowledge base and inference engine are established.

Prototyping helps to verify the system's integrity and reliability.

3.1.4.1 DECES Knowledge Formalization

Figure 3.3 shows the flowchart for Depression Level sub-category. The chosen

knowledge on level of depression is organized into a total of 34 questions under 34 static

variables, each of which carries 5 specified values. These characteristics on depressive

cases have been chosen from hundreds for most common generalization.

Depression Level

i r

- Very
- Fairly
- Less than before

- Lost

- Never

Qi
Confident

—•

i r

- Thoroughly
- Quite
- Less than before

- No longer
- Never

Q2
Enjoy Life

—>

i •

- All the time

- Sometimes

- Sometimes not

- All the time not

- Worthless

Q3
Self-value

—»

'

- Love myself
- Like myself
- Disappointed
- Don't like myself
- Hate myself

Q4
Self-respect

->
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1

- Very
- Fairly
- Less than before

- Tired after activity
- Tired of everything

Q5
Energetic

—>

' r

- Very
- Usually
- Sometimes

- Lost

- Never

Q6
Interested

—».

i r

- Great

- Quite good
- Alright
- Depressed
- Miserable

Q7
Feeling

—•

> '

- Vivid

- Sometimes bland

- Duller

- Hardly
- Empty

Q8
Clarity

—•

i '

- Colorful

- Sometimes dull

- A bit drab

- Grey
- Black

Q9
Color

—•

'

- Love people
- Like people
- Distant from people
- Indifferent

- Don't care

Q10
People

—+
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Qll
Sex Life

Q12
Satisfaction

Q13
Motivation

Q14
Life purpose

Q15
Yourself

Q16
Thought of

Death

- Great

- Quite good
- Less

- Gone off

- Lost interest

- Very
- Fairly
- Less

- Lost

- Never

- Self-motivated

- Need pushing
- Hard

- Lost

- Never

- Obvious

- Sometimes not

- Never

- Little point
- No point

- Good

- Quite good
- Not very good
- Bad

- Disgusting

- Never

- Occasionally
- Suicidal thoughts
- Suicidal plan
- Death is the way



•

-Well

- Usually well
- Sometimes

- Unable to

- Badly

Q17
Concentrat

—•

' r

- Definitely
- Quite
- Not really
- Future is bad

- Future is hopeless

Q18
Optimistic

—•

i r

- Never

- Sometimes

- Easy feel
- All the time

- Wracked by guilt

Q19
Guilty

—•

i '

- Never

- Sometimes

- Definitely
- Will be punished
- Is now punished

Q20
Deserve

Punishment

—>

i '

- Cherish it

- Take care of it

- Don't care for it

- Want to harm it

- I deserve to die

Q21
Body

—•

'

- Very
- Reasonably
- Sometimes

- A failure

- A complete failure

Q22
Successful

—ft

1

- Very
- Not really
- Not at all

- Cannot work

- Unemployed

Q23
Enjoy work

—•

i

- Easily
- Quite easily
- Not so easily
- Getting harder
- Unable to

Q24
Get things

started

—•

- Good

- Okay
- Not so good
- Getting worse
-Ugly

Q25
Look

—•

' r

- Good

- Fairly good
- Not so good
- Not good
- Sick

Q26
Health

i '

- Well

- Fairly well
- Not so well

- Worse

- Cannot sleep

Q27
Sleep

'

- Happy
- Okay
- Not nice

- Very down
- Terrible

Q28
Feeling at

when

wake up

—*

V
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Q30
Food

Q31
Weight

Q32
Movement

Q33
Outside

World

Q34
Answering
questions

- Don't affect me

- Sometimes affect me

- Easily affect me
- People don't like me
- People are disgusted by me

- Very good
- Fairly good
- Not as good as before
- Worse

- No appetite

- Stable

- Gaining/ Losing a little
- Too thin/fat

- Lost more than 51b

- Lost more than 10 lb

- Natural

- Sometimes too fast/ slow

- Often too fast / slow

- Getting slower
- Much slower

- Real & present
- Sometimes a bit distannt

- Unreal

- Great distant

- I feel I do not exisit

- Optimistic
- Nothing in particular
- Pessimistic

- Bad

- Awful

Figure 3.3: DECES - Depression Level flowchart
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Answers to 34 chosen questions above can be categorized into 5 different groups

according to the pattern of their similarity as the following:

• Group 1

Option
Very /Thoroughly
Fairly / Quite / Not really
Less than before

Lost / No longer / Gone off
Never

Example

I How cooRcteirt and decisive are you?

Confident Factor

4

3

2

1

0

£y Iam very confident and decisive

:& I am fairly confident and; decisive

# Ihave less confidence than 1could have and lend to put off decisions

# I have lost confidence and! avoid decisions

& I have no confidence in myself and cannot make any decisions at all

Figure 3.4: Group 1question sample

Group 2

Option
Great / Good / Optimistic
Quite good / Okay
Not so good / Pessimistic
Bad / Very down
Terrible / Disgusting / Sick / Ugly / Unable

Example

How do you feel about yourselfas a person*

# .1 am a good person

# 1am quite a good person

& I am not a very good person

# I am a bad person

J am a disgusting person

Confident Factor

4

3

2

1

0

Figure 3.5: Group 2 question sample
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Group 3

Option Confident Factor

All the time 4

Usually 3

Sometimes 2

All the time not / Little point 1

Never / No point / Unable 0

Example

How imucti do you value yourself?

•m I value myself all the time

^ 1sometimes value myself

I s om eti m es d ont thi n k m uc hiof mys elf

Ldont think muchof myself at all

ft- f am worthless

Figure 3.6: Group 3 question sample

Group 4

Option
Love / Cherish

Like / Take good care
Disappointed / Distant / Less care
Don't like / Indifferent

Hate / Don't care / Think of death

Example

How do you feel about yourself?

<ft 1have love and respect for myself

# I like myself

m I am disappointed in myself

# I dont like myself at all

• I hate myself

Confident Factor

4

3

2

1

0

Figure 3.7 Group 4 question sample
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• Group 5

Option Confident Factor

Colorful/ Real /Vivid 4

Dull/ Distant / Bland 3

Drab /Unreal 2

Grey /Great distant 1

Black / No existence / Empty 0

Example

ta what color you consider things are?

Everything seems full of color

# Everything seems a hit dull

tf Everything seems a bit drab

'It Everything seems grey

# Everything seems black

Figure 3.8 Group 5 question sample

3.1.4.2 Logic Block

In Exsys CORVID, Logic blocks are made up of IF-THEN production rules that can be

defined by tree diagrams. This has been proven the most effective way to describe the

heuristics for the decision-making process. In DECES, there are 36 logic blocks all

together representing declarative knowledge of depressive cases.

The very first logic block named 'First screen' determines the result of user's choice in

selecting between the option of testing depressive level and that of checking the cause of

depression. The tree diagram ofthis block is shown in Figure 3.9 below. Each line in the

tree is a node. There are a total of 397 nodes in DECES
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|"" • » • i i >vel__and_get_help
] -* [dump] = 0

B-L fiist_scteen =Statejhe_cause_of_your_depression_and_get_help
-> [dump] = 0

Figure 3,9: First screen Logic Block

The following 34 Logic Blocks contain rules that indicate the calculation of confidence

factors for 34 questions on Depression Level. The example of 'Body' Logic Block is

blow:

B | fiisLscreen'- Check_youi_depressionJeveI_and_get_help
El- p' food =ljnave_a_good_appel:ite_and„enjou_myjood

• *-4 [score]= 4
B-1 food =My_appetitejs_fairlu_good

' *-• [score] *» 3
B-J food - LdpnLeniov_myJood„as_much_as_Lwouid_like

*-•»*-• [score] a 2
B-|j food =My_appetite_has_got_much_worse

' *-• [score] = 1
B" IL food =l_havejio_appetite_atwai!

•*-• [score]= 0

Figure 3.10: Body Logic Block

As the user goes from one question to another until the end, confident factors will be

totaled up and results will be determined based on the final confident level. In the above

example, a score is given only if 2 conditions are satisfied:

IF:

first_screen = Check_your_depression_level_and_get_help

AND:

Food= I_have_a_good_appetite_and_enjoy_my_food

THEN:

[score] = 4
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This is because to reach the second condition of user's choice on 5 answering option,

there must be a selection on depression level test at the first screen. The 5 rules that lead

to 5 scores are equivalent. This particular structure helps the Logic Block be clear and

easy to construct.

The last Logic Block indicates the choice on 9 causes of depression. Exsys CORVID

provides Rule View window that displays the IF-THEN rule currently being worked on.

It is more convenient to use this tool in maintaining and verifying the system.

Figure 3.11: Rule View window for Cause Logic Block

3.1.4.3 Command Block

If Logic Block tells the system what things to do, Command Block gives instruction on

when to do those things. In DECES, Command Block controls the procedural flow and

displays the results accordingly, using 'test rules'. For example, the result 'Gold Level' is

displayed when thetotal meet the test of confident value between 110 and 126. There are

5 result screens for 5 depression levels, and 9 other screens showing the self-helps for 9

different causes of depression.

The following shows the 14Commands in DECES:
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•Commands-

CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] >= 110&[ft] <= 136" INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\Minh Anh\FYP\Results\Gold.jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] >= 701 [8]<110"INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\Minh Anh\FYP\ResijltsU_ost ofSparkle.jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] >= 60&[8] <70"INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\Minh Anh\FYP\Results\Blue complete.jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8]>= 34 &[8]<60"INSTEAD: IMAGE="CAMinh ArMFYP\Results\greii complete, jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] >= 0 8, [8]<34" INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\Minh Anh\FYP\Results\B[ack.ipg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[#] =1000" INSTEAD: IMAGE="CAMinh AnMFYPSResults^ou just delivered a baby.jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =2000" INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\Minh Anh\FYP\ResultsVjnemployedjpg''
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =3000" INSTEAD: IMAGE="CAMinh Anh\FYP\Results\bored at woik new.jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =4000" INSTEAD: IMAGE="CAMinhAnh\FYP\Results\Someoneyou lovedied.jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =5000" INSTEAD: lMAGE="C:\Minh Anh\FYP\Results\marriage prob.ipg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =6000" INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\MinhAnh\FYPSResults\familiiproblem.ipg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =7000" INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\Minh AnhVFYP\Results\getting old.jpg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =8000'' INSTEAD: IMAGE="C:\Minh AnhVFYPSResuHs^Boted-ipg"
CONFIDENCE LIMIT: "[8] =9000" INSTEAD: IMAGE="CAMhh Anh\FYP\ResuHs\Lonely.jpg"

Figure 3.12: DECES Display Commands Window

3.1.4.4 Forward Chaining VersusBackward Chaining

Our system uses forward chaining approach. The system is more data-driven to get the

results. It starts with the available information, which is symptom selected by the user,

and draws the conclusion. The rules are tested in the order that they occur sequentially. In

the case diagnosis system in general and of DECES in particular, forward chaining is a

faster and more applicable approach as the information (knowledge on depression) is

already available at the beginning and the main task is to use the logic in the production

rules to analyze it. Its drawback would be the must to go through all the questions

without and intermediate answer for a particular question. One advantage of Forward

Chaining approach is its straight-forward characteristic. Another one would be the fact

that developers can define the sequence of the questions according to their preference.

This helps DECES to run smoothly and achieve its objectives of coming out the results

for 2 categories in depression levels and causes.

Another approach provided in Exsys CORVID is backward chaining. It is goal-driven as

it specifies the conclusion (goal) at the beginning, and then determines what is it needed

to meet the goal. It goes the opposite direction in comparison with forward chaining.

Systems used this approach would ask specific questions that fulfill the conclusion and
keep track of the sequence of questions itself. This takes more time than in forward

chaining approach.
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3.1.4.5 User Interface

User interface was developed on the structure given by Exsys CORVID software. The

graphical design tool is Photoshop CS which allows photo and text editing creatively.

The first screen (Title screen) welcomes user into the system and give a brief explanation

on DECES as well as guidance on how to use the system. It includes two choices

indicated by 2 radio button for user to select between part one (depression level

diagnosis) and part two (depression causes and treatment).

Figure 3.13: DECES Title screen
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By selecting the first radio button, user would enter part 1 which contains a sequence of

34 questions to diagnose depression level. Each question has 5 options represented by 5

radio buttons.

The sample question is as follows

Figure 3.14: DECES question 2 screen
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After answering 34 questions result screen would appear with the level of depression the

system managed to generate according to total confident values. User would know their

level as well as self-help treatment to improve their condition.

Figure 3.15 shows the result screen for Lost of Sparkles level

Figure 3.15: DECES result screen for Lostof Sparkle Level
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By selecting the second radio button in the title screen, user would enter part two in

which they need to select the condition that is most suitable for them as their cause of

depression.

The screen for part two is shown below:

Figure 3.16: DECES depression causes screen
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After choosing one option, the result screen will be displayed in which self help on how

to overcome depression caused by this particular condition.

Figure 3.17 shows theresult screen for the condition ofunemployment or loss ofjob

The most debilitating effect of unempio/ment can be the feeling of uselessness. Such a
feeling may deepen you into severe depression. If vou are unemployed or just lostyour

Remember that an attitude of despondency will stop you
getting another job. Ifyou feel despondent when you goto a
job interview, act Muster ail the enthusiasm you can. practice:
it on friends and act eagerand interested at the interview. •Jt
quite often happens that the initial "pretence breaks through
a barrier to yourgenuine enthusiasm. Do'as much research
as possible on the job you are applying for and gather every
bit of available information on potential jobs. By being well

Figure 3.17: DECES result screen for unemployment condition
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3.1.5 Validation and Verification - Black-box Testing

Validation and verification of the DESES is carried out throughout the entire

development process to ensure the accuracy of the knowledge base as well as the

functionality of the prototype. Exsys CORVID does not require any programming codes

except for IF- THEN statements which narrows down the testing process to only input-

output relationship evaluation. This means the system would be tested on inputs keyed in

by users and the corresponding outputs which are expected to be correct. Black-box

testing is chosen for this purpose. Any discrepancies between the system output and

expected output indicate a problem with the prototype. Changes are then made to fix the

problem and the system is tested again until the prototype is credible and acceptable.

DECES can onlybe launched for usage at the competition stage.

Another attempt in testing the prototype is to verify the ease of use provided by the

system as well as the validation in results. Three main groups oftesters include:

• Psychiatrists

• Counselors

• Depressed individuals

Test cases for DECES are prepared by developer and executed on depressive individuals

(mostly students) to examine realistically the performance of the system. Testing is
conducted in careful manner, where all the cases cover certain possible combinations of

input values. The base ofthe test is the logical completeness as well as consistency ofthe

DECES.

Test cases are also provided by psychiatrists and UTP counselors to have a different look

from recorded and professional angles. This coverage of sources in such a testing plan

allows DECES to meet its objectives of completing a helpful tool for depression

consultation and self-help treatment. Comprehensive testing with different user groups

further enhances DECES's credibility and quality
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3.2 TOOL REQUIRED

3.2.1 Hardware

• Processing speed : 1.73GHz

• RAM : 512MB

• Hard Disk space :40GB

3.2.2 Software

• Operating System : Windows XP Home Edition

• Development Tool : Exsys CORVID Version 3.1.2

• Graphical Tool : Photoshop CS
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY TESTING

100 Questionnaires (Appendix) were distributed to users of 4 groups (students, lecturers,

psychiatrists, and counselors) to gather comments on system functionality and ease-of-

use. A total of 6 questions surveying user's opinions are as follows:

1) Is it easy to follow the flow ofthe system?

2) Are the questions on depression symptoms and causes appropriate and

understandable?

3) Are the explanations in the results understandable?

4) Are you overall comfortable using the system?

5) Is the diagnosis made by the system useful for education and health-care

purposes?

6) Would you recommend the system to others?

The structured answers for these questions require users to choose between 1 and 5 (1:

strongly disagree, 2: disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 4: agree, and 5: strongly

agree). Theresult of the survey is shown in the diagram in Figure 4.0.

According to the diagram, users generally agree on the effectiveness and ease-of-use of

the system. 95% evaluate the system as easy to follow, and more than 90% are satisfied

with the understandable content of the questions and results displayed. There are a few

that have neutral answer and less than 6% are not totally comfortable using the system

due to the reason of'too many questions'. It is agreed thatDECES is useful for education

and health care purposes as well as a good recommendation for other depressive cases.

With the help ofExsys CORVID convenient development tools, the system functionality

reaches the expected standard of easy to use and making no logical errors.
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Figure 4.0: System Functionality Survey Results

4.2 RESULT VALIDATION TESTING

It is essential for DECES to be tested under real cases to make sure the validity of the

given results. Psychiatrists and counselors were consulted to give out test cases on their

previous depressive patients. Theprofessionals are

1. Dr.VuThiChin

She is a pediatrician having the advantage of an"Interne des hopitaux de Hanoi".

Over more than 30 years of her medical career, she has concentrated her study on

child and mother relationship and followed the course of the mental development

of a child from his/her early age. She has published 2 books named "Mother and

child" (2d edition 2005) and "The psychopathology of the child" (2d edition:

2005) in which she analyzed root causes of adolescence's depression and other

psychological disorders related to childhood and family harmony.
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2. Ms. Maznah Bt Rosli

Student counselor in Student Support Services Unit of University Technology

PETRONAS (UTP). She has been one of the few counselors for UTP students

since the very beginning of the university opening. Her professional training and

experience in counseling help her to analyze many cases quickly and accurately.

Understanding different psychological paths encountered by depressive patients,

she tackles problems and give effective advice that contributes to the happy

atmosphere and reduces depression level around the campus. As one of the

students mentioned before, 'she gives great help as she can see through us and

motivate us'.

3. Mr. Idham B Ghani

Career Counselor in Career Advisory Unit of University Technology

PETRONAS. His daily job is not only to give guidance and motivation to

graduating student in getting jobs but also to calm those freshies downfrom stress

and anxiety. The worries for future brings all sorts of depression, either minor or

major, to students and Mr. Idham's task is to lead them the way out and make

them more optimistic in their new paths.

Two parts of the DECES were tested separately based on their different natures. The first

part on 'Depression Level' which provides a set of 34 questions for diagnosis had the

results examined to ensure the symptoms and the level of depression match according to

expert data source. The second part 'Depression Cause and Treatment' were tested in

terms of the correct recommendation onpatient self-help. Theprofessionals determined if

the advice given by DECES is helpful and clinically acceptable.

4.2.1 DECES Part 1 (Depression Level) Testing

There are different categorizing methods for depression levels as a result of a

psychological diagnosis. Based on patient symptoms, doctors can conclude the condition

in terms of depression types, lengths, seriousness, and many more. After the explanation

and discussion on the method used by DECES in dividing depression into 5 levels,
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compromising decisions were made for an effective testing process. The professionals

would based on the clinical results and categorize the subjects (patients) into one of the

five levels predefined bythesystem before using it. The diagnosis from experts would be

compared with the results the system generates after answering a complete set of 34

questions for this part. The experts would also check the treatment recommendation to

ensure the validity of the advice suggested by DECES.

There aretwo types of subject provided by theprofessionals:

1. Thepast subject with datarecorded in patient history

2. The current subject with data being gathered and can take the test directly on the

system.

The following showsthe process of result analyzing:

Professional identifies depression level of each subject

1'

Professional Result

V ' •

Professional answers 34 DECES

questions on type 1 subjectbased
his/her recorded symptoms

Type 2 subject answers 34 DECES
questions

-r

DECES Result

-'

Compare Professional Result to DECES Result

Figure 4.1: DECES Result analysis flowchart

There are a total of 20 subjects being tested:

- 8 subjects under Dr. Vu ThiChin(C)

- 8 subjects under Ms. Maznah BtRosli (M)
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- 4 subjects under Mr. Idham B Ghani (I)

Table 4.0 represents the data gathered after testing 20 ofthe above subjects. In the table,

5 depression levels are numbered from 0 to 4. 0: Black, 1: Grey, 2: Blues, 3: Lost of

Sparkle, and 4: Gold level. For each level, the total confident factor ranges are: 0- 33

(level 0), 34 - 59 (level 1), 60 - 69 (level 2), 70 - 109 (level 3), and 110 -136 (level 4).

Table 4.0: Results>on 20-subject testing

No Prof. Age Subject

Type

Sex Prof.

Result

Total Conf.

Factor

DECES Result

1 C 44 1 F 1 41 1

2 C 55 1 F 0 32 0

3 c 29 1 F 2 59 1

4 c 43 2 M 1 48 1

5 c 36 2 F 1 56 1

6 c 30 1 F 0 27 0

7 c 28 2 M 2 66 2

8 c 33 1 F 2 63 2

9 M 23 1 F 0 28 0

10 M 19 1 F 2 73 3

11 M 20 1 F 1 55 1

12 M 18 1 M 0 32 0

13 M 23 2 M 2 64 2

14 M 24 2 M 1 49 1

15 M 18 1 F 0 26 0

16 M 21 2 F 2 72 3

17 I 22 1 F 1 58 1

18 I 21 1 M 2 65 2

19 I 23 1 M 3 69 2

20 I 20 2 F 2 66 2
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According to the above table, there are more type 1 subjects (13 cases) than type 2 (7

cases). Subject names are confidential due to privacy issue. The age range is widely

considered from 18 to 55. This proves that depression canhappen to anyone despite their

age differences. An 18 year-old girl who just entered university might be just as

miserable as a 55 year-old lady who just started her retirement. The difference is in their

reasons and levels of expression. There are more females (11 girls) than males (9 guys).

This reflects the general trend from professionals' statistics. According to Ms. Maznah,

there are more females who came to her for consultation because they have more

problems to feel depressed about. Especially for young girls at the age from 18 to 24, all

sorts of relationship problems affect them a great deal and push them into a face of

distance from people. Girls tend to be more sensitive with the environment and less

adaptable to changes and harshness of difficult situations. For female adults, Dr. Chin

mentioned that family issues such as relationship with husband, mother in law, child-care

were the main reasons that lead to their serious level of depression. When analyzing

about male cases, Mr. Idham referred to certain cases that instead of having troubles

communicating with people, they feel too overwhelming of success in social events and

multiple relationships that it reaches a point where those things make them depressed and

lose purpose in life. They kept running after something abstract.

One more point that can be extracted from the table is that most patients who come for

counseling are in severe levels ofdepression. Those with minor blues or lost ofsparkles

normally underestimate their conditions or feel there is no urge to have any type of

treatment since they are not totally miserable. This is not advisable because unattended

discomfort or reduction of energy would gradually lead to a more serious condition. It is

better to check whenever patients start to feel down, less confident, less energetic and

have blur outlook. This would prevent depression from getting worse and save time and

effort for heavy medication.

Among 20 cases, there are 4 cases in which DECES generated depression level one stage
lower or higher than what was diagnosed by professionals. In other words, 80% of the
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cases tested provided a correct result. Figure 4.2 shows the comparison of levels from

two sources clearly.

••••'7.|^-^
Figure 4.2: DECES Result in comparison with Professional Result ondepression level

Overall the two graphs match. At the point where there are differences between the level

indicated by professionals andthat by DECES, the gap is only 1 level. In details:

- Subject 3: Professional result is Grey Level while DECES one is Blues. This can

beexplained by confident value of 59, which is very near 60, the Grey Level.

- Subject 10 & 16: Professional result is Blues while DECES one is Lost of

Sparkles. Actually, these two levels somehow have certain similar characteristics.

Blues is amore severe case of Lost of Sparkles. However, subjects in one of these

levels could change to the otherone easily dueto its close relationships. Moreover

72 and 73 are the two values that are near the border of these 2 levels

- Subject 19: In this case Professional result is Blues while DECES one is Grey.

There is a big difference between Blues and Grey but the subject has reached the

highest level of blues (confident value: 69). Therefore, DECES indicates it as

Grey.
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There would always be some percentage of differences between Professional diagnosis

and Depression System results due to calculation based on ranges. Considering the thin

line separating different levels of depression, it is hard to indicate a certain answer when

the confident values are near to the edge. There is no absolute solution for this condition.

However, future adjustment can be made to the questionnaire to reduce the possibility of

results reaching near the criticalnumberbetween2 neighbor levels.

The self-help advice provided bythe system on each level of depression was approved by

the professional as useful and clinically acceptable.

4.2.2 DECES Part 2 (Depression Cause) Testing

After examine the causes stated in part two of DECES, professionals found it reasonable

to include all these 9 initiation of depression. However, it is suggested that more causes

might be put into consideration as depression could come from different angle. The

causes used in DECES are the most applicable ones. They are especially useful for

patients in Grey depression level.

The self-help steps for each cause were commented as direct and understandable. Those

are the standard steps that a patient should take to avoid depression getting worse and

gradually reduce its severity. Of course, there are many other ways to heal depression.

DECES suggested one of the best ways.
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4.3 PROJECT LIMITATIONS

A few limitations encountered in the process of project development are as follows:

1. DECES was built using licensed Exsys CORVID software that allows an

unlimited number of nodes from Electrical & Electronic Postgraduate

Department. However, due to the time constraint in the availability of the

software for student usage (2 weeks for full development), no adjustment could be

made upon completion. This created difficulty in enhancing or editing the system

even though the deadline for the project was still 3 weeks ahead.

2. DECES testing period must depend on the fixed completion time (the given 2-

week period) of the system. Therefore, it had approximately only 2 weeks for

results gathering and expert approaching and consultation. Moreover, availability

of psychiatrists and counselors are limited in short-time notice. The system could

have been tested more given a longerperiod of result gathering and discussion

3. DECES user interface was constructed using built-in functionalities and features

that are fixed in Exsys CORVID. These tools limit a more customized and

creative design for the system interface. Therefore, question and result screens are

not interactively coded as compared to other software.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSION

DECES was developed to emulate expertise in psychological area that leads to a proper

diagnosis of depression cases. The system's careful interpretation of depression levels

and causes as well as comprehensive step-by-step advice not only facilitate patients in

identifying their depression severity but also empower them with the ability to help

themselves to get better.

The system's reliability, credibility, and efficiency have been examined based on detailed

design, strict rule-based development, continuous prototypes evaluation and validity tests

right up to the final stage.

DECES represents a user-friendly and easy-to-understand user interface that enhances its

usability and interaction with users. It is simple yet very clear that eliminates the

avoidance ofpatients using the system due to lack offamiliarity with system functions.

DECES attempts to enhance the diagnosis, timeliness, and quality of depression

consultation without taking over the task of professionals. FEDES uses heuristics tobuild

its knowledge base that have been validated byhuman experts for aneffective usage.

DECES underlined the concept of AI under the use of expert system with rule-based

knowledge representation to support decision-making process. It helps the project to meet

its objectives and shows the important of computer as an irreplaceable aid for medical

field in general and diagnosis in particular. The study has lead to significant impact on

the depression consultation and counseling.
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Considering the scarcity of psychiatrists and the increase of depressive cases due to

society complication, the necessity of diagnosis and the refusal of patients in going for

counseling sessions, the development of DECES is justified. DECES provides an

effective and efficient gateway to an easier solution to the problems through convenient,

speedy, and cheap medicalmediumin the knowledge age.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

Future enhancements can be made to DECES as follows:

1. 34-questionnaire can be divided into 4 or 5 categories (each category would

contain 7 to 8 questions of the same focus) so that users can have a choice on

answering all 34 questions or only certain categories and still get the result on

level of depression. This requires enhancement in Logic and Command Block to

ensure the correctness in confident factor calculation in the new method.

2. With the self-help treatment provided at the results, patients are expected to

follow to reduce their depression level gradually. The system could add on

functions on tracking patient's improvement on weekly or monthly basis by

letting them revisit the system with a user name and password. In this way, the

system can identify cases that have little improvement after certain periods of

treatment andupdate or modify step-by-step advice accordingly.

3. The system could bemade for mobile device access like PDAs as this would help

them take the test and gethelp at any time andwherever they want. Also, with the

tracking function suggested above, it would be easier to manage their profile and

condition without geographical limitation.

4. More surveys on user interface preference and suggestions for a widely accepted

design that satisfy different groups of users.

5. Continuous updates on new symptoms and causes of depression as well as level

separation standard to make sure the system is always up-to-date to solve

problems that pop up in newer conditions.
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6. There is a choice to transfer the knowledge base of DECES to a free-software to

make it independent from softwarepolicy and easier for future adjustment in case

Exsys CORVID license is expired and cannot be given in time.
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APPENDIX

Depression Consultation Expert System (DECES)

System Functionality Questionnaire

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neither Agree

Nor Disagree

Agree Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4 5

Referring to the scale above, circle the extend to which you agree with the following

statements:

1. The system flow is easy to follow 1 2 3 4 5

2. The questions on depression symptoms and causes are

appropriate and understandable

1 2 3 4 5

3. The explanations in the results are understandable 1 2 3 4 5

4. Overall I am comfortable using the system 1 2 3 4 5

5. The diagnosis made by the system is useful for education

and healthcare purposes

1 2 3 4 5

6. I would recommend the system to others 1 2 3 4 5
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